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The "war" against substance abuse is a multiagency, multilevel pro-
gram, with recently heightened visability and interest, which seeks to
stem the supply and consumption of illicit drugs within the United States.
The program as it is evolving represents a major commitment whose co-
herence, relevance, and effectiveness are of great importance to all
Americans. This paper reviews the policy and action plan development of
the "war" through examination of the threat to our national and public
interests, through, consideration of an idealized set of objectives, and
through discussion of applicable strategies and concepts of operation.
This construct suggests that there is a definable threat to our interests
and a straight-forward set of objectives which translates into a plan of
action and thence into specific agency responsibilities. Analysis of the
construct leads the writer to conclude that available resources ought to be
preferentially applied to programs focused on interdiction proximal to US
borders and on reduction of domestic consumption. The placement of overall
programmatic responsibility at the Vice Presidential level is strongly
recommended. The ultimate success of the "war" against substance abuse may
depend on acceptance of the construct presented and on Its implicaticns in
terms of command, control and coordination, clarification of agency respon-
sibilities, and allocation of personnel and fiscal resources. 4 Wj,:
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The "War" Against Substance Abuse:
Policy Development And a Plan For Action

There is a general consensus that "substance abuse" within our society

has reached alarming proportions. Ninety-eight percent of adult Americans

consider illegal drug use to be an important problem; seventy-three percent

describe it as "one of the most serious problems facing the country", while

only two percent consider it not important. Beyond that basic agree-

ment, there rages a substantial and muddled debate which has focused on the

means by which the problem may be most effectively attacked. Such a debate

must necessarily be preceeded by agreement on fundamental issues above

"means" in the hierarchy of policy development. One may ask: are our

national interests, objectives, and strategies to achieve them well de-

fined, proper, and consistent? This paper seeks to develop and examine

those issues which are central to the policy formulation process as it

pertains to substance abuse.

The call for action against substance abuse has enjoyed high visi-

bility and priority in the Reagan administration. A National Security

Decision Directive (NSDD) on Narcotics and National Security identifies the

2
international drug trade as a national security concern. The Secretary

of State has labelled control of narcotics production and trafficking a

"top priority in our foreign policy". 3  From the domestic viewpoint,

substance abuse is perceived as "threatening the health and safety of all

our citizens".4  Administration and Congressional concern, reflected most

recently in the passage of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act (ADAA) of 1986, codify a

5
commitment to action. These directives, pronouncements, and legislative

intitiatives represent, in part, an effort to define our interests in

substance abuse and thus to guide policy formulation.



A correct assessment of the threat to our interests is a necessary

precondition to building support within the electorate, to matching the

intensity of interests with the available instruments of power and to

sustaining the resource commitments implicit in the process.

Substance abuse poses threats to world and internal order. In source

countries, the growth of drug severely disorders agricultural practice,

distorts the economic environment, and creates conditions favoring the

breakdown of authority and the rise of lawlessness and insurgency. It is

an incipient threat to their citizens, especially the young, in whom

addiction is an emerging problem.
6

Within the United States, sale of drugs disorders the economy through

the direct dollar cost, through the cost of related crime and violence,

through the flow of dollars abroad, and through lost opportunities. It

distorts the usual functions of government, whose resources must be re-

directed to enforcement and treatment efforts. It exerts a pervasive

influence on the effectiveness of our workforce and on our society, par-

ticularly our urban society. 7  It is a threat to which our citizenry is

daily exposed and which in the writer's view has taken on a moral dimension.

A useful and important first distinction in a discussion of interests

is to separate public interest and national interest. The public interest

is defined as the well being of American people and enterprise within the

territorial boundaries of the U.S.; it is the concern of federal, state,

and local governments. The purview of national interest is the environment

external to the U.S. and is the concern of only the federal government.

2



Each is heavily influenced by the other. The writer does not suggest

that the cleavage between public and national interests is clear or pre-

cise, only that there may be substantial and meaningful differences in the

constituencies that champion them. The public interest focus in substance

abuse is on community impact and the efficiency of local efforts in law

enforcement, treatment, and education.9  The national interest is repre-

sented by concerns over the destabilizing effects of narcotics trafficking

and insurgencies on allied and friendly governments.

The public and national interests may be seen as complementary,

describing as they do the demand and supply sides of the problem respec-

tively. There may, as suggested above, be substantial differences in the

constituencies representing these interests. Substance abuse as a local

issue has high visabillty; sixty-one percent of adult Americans, for ex-

10
ample, reported in August 1986 knowing at least one cocaine user.

There appears to be little dispute that substance abuse at the local level

is a high priority issue. As a national interest issue, substance abuse

must compete within hierarchies of interests and intensity factors. It is

thus not unreasonable to suggest that action against allied or friendly

countries or organizations contributing heavily to the American substance

abuse problem might justifiably be subordinated to the achievement of other

high-order interests.
1 1 ' 12

A second point of inquiry is the durability of these interests.

Public interest issues are of questionable durability, sometimes enjoying

short but spectacular lives, whereas national interest issues tend to be

relatively unchanging. From the domestic political standpoint, substance

abuse has been described as "the epitome of the fad issue, a classic

3
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really". Sustainment of national interests may also wane as the cost

of pursing them increases relative to the results achieved. Given the

moral nature of the substance abuse issue, and thus the imperative to

resolve it, perhaps that support can be sustained.

The desirability of using influence or pressure to achieve or satisfy

an interest is a political exercise, relevant to the discussion of both

public interest and national interest issues. Debate in the public in-

terest arena is often directed toward tangibles, eg. acquisition of a

14
communications center for the constituency represented, perhaps at the

expense of overall program efficiency. As a national interest issue focus

is on the larger and less tangible viatter of intergovernmental cooperation.

The danger is that allies and otherwise cooperative countries might vfry

well balk at placing their political and rilitary institutions and some

measure of their economic prosperity at risk to satisfy an American in-

terest. It might be reasoned that since Americans now consume sixty

15
percent of the world's production of illegal drugs, attention should be

focused on the internal environment. It can thus be argued that only when

substance abuse issues attract an internal negative constituency in these

countries can the United States expect them to act forcefully. Further-

more, the U.E. cannot expect countries to cooperate in narcotics control

unless and until the rhetoric and the resource allocation in US foreign

assistance programs ceases to swing like a pendulum.
1 6

Public interest and national interest constituencies have little

common ground on which to develop and coordinate substance abuse programs.

Stopping rubstance abuse, in the public interest view, is soething cov.-
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munities, states, schools, work places, and individuals must do for them-

selves .... and who better to work effectively at the local level? 1 7  That

is not to say that efforts on supply reduction are not welcoved; within the

national interest constituency there are activities and agencies substan-

tially and effectively engaged in substance abuse progran.s. Unfortunately,

fully funding all efforts flies in the face of budgeting realities. The

two constituencies are traditional adversaries in the resource allocation

process and demonstrate little understanding of the strategies and concepts

developed by the other and little faith in the effectiveness of the means

employed. Given the issues, forces, and dichotomies described, one must

ponder the obvious questions: Can mutually supportive and agreed upon

objectives and goals be formulated? Can coherent, supportable strategies

be crafted so as to survive political compromise?

The viability of substance abuse policy requires, among other things,

a clear conception of objectives and goals and priority among these, a

design for achieving them or count ring the threats to their attainrent

with available resources, and a method for determining that the tactics are

being followed and are achieving the desired ends. The framework in

which the questions posed above will be examined is that of the traditional

corporate planning process.

In the corporate planning process, "objectives" and "goals" provide a

statement of purpose and a description of the explicit targets of the

policy. Both terms refer to a description of where the policy wants to

go, an objective being a broad statement of purpose, while a Loal is

specific and concrete, with measurable results and a stated time period.

5



Strategies are defined here as amplifications of the broad directions taken

to achieve objectives, the "how to". Tactics, here considered as concepts

of operations, are the detailed specifications of how strategy will be

achieved. Strategy is an upper echelon activity, long-term-oriented,

affects many functional areas, is without much detail, and is relatively

unstructured. Concepts of operation, in contrast, may be designed at lower

levels, are oriented toward short-term results, are generally developed by

functional area, and are very detailed, specific, and structured. "Control"

the final phase of the planning process, documents and measures the gap

between the plan and what actually happened.
1 9

The 1984 National Strategy For Prevention of Lrug Abuse and Drug

Trafficking describes a comprehensive approach in reducing the availability

of illicit drugs and reducing the adverse effects of drug abuse on the

20
individual and society. This approach defines activities which may Le

organizee into five groups of objectives, namely foreign policy, law

enforcement, education, treatment, and research objectives. The Anti-LruE

Abuse Act of IS6 codifies this division, it being

"an Act to strengthen federal efforts to encourage foreign

cooperation in eradicating illicit drug crops and in halting
international drug traffic, to improve erforcement of

federal drug laws and enhance interdiction of illicit drug

shipments, to provide strong Federal leadershir in estab-
lishing effective drug abuse prevention and education
programs, to expend Federal support for drug abuse twatment

and rehabilitation efforts, and for other purposes.

The most recent hational brug Lnforcement Policy board report cor-

tributes an enforcement strategy of five components: intelligence, inter-

national drug control, interdiction and border control, Investigation and

6



prosecution, and diversion and controlled substance ana1o~u( rt L .'

With the exception of "intelligence", which this urlter corisdir '

concepts of operations rather than strategy, thc components fit 6t11

foreign policy and lau enforcen-ent objectives, listed above. hatLVt t i

accepting this listing, the present study suggests a potentialIN rt rt

usable ilternative.

Objectives and goals, once developed with clarity and consister %,

permit the planners to make explicit targets and develop a common under-

standing atout what is to be achievcd. In substance abuse programs, tfh

definition of measures of success is difficult at test. The rhetoric of a

"drug-free America" and the "elimination of erug abuse and trafficking"

may very well irmpede the development of nreasureable goals (which are

programrratically and politically defensible). Alternative formulations as

"reducing the availabilit).. arnd the adverse effects..." ma) serve.

In addition, data available and potentially collectible permit a more

satisfactory quantification of success in soute areas than in others. Data

confirring reduction in the proportion of Anericans usirg or overdosing on

drugs, testing positive for drugs, etc., would be taken as reasonable

indicators of prograumatic success. Destruction of crops and laboratories

or seizures of couriers and drugs, without cenominator data, give no such

assurance. The difficulty inherent in the Department of State's certifi-

cation requirement for producer countries to receive aid illustrates this

25
problem. This distinction may strengthen the position of the puHlic

interest constituency in the resource allocation process.

7



These difficulties notwithstanding, the interests described may be

transcribed into a comprehensive set of objectives and each objective

thereafter into usable and effective strategies. One approach to the

definition of objectives is to follow the pathway travelled by both the

illicit drugs and the proceeds derived therefrom. he writer's study

suggests that such routes may be segmented into seven functional areas,

these being cultivating, manufacturing, staging and transhLipping, exporting/

importing (or smuggling), receiving and caching, preparing and distributing,

and consuming.

From the steps in the pathway, an inclusive set of objectives might

thus be defined: to reduce the cultivation of raw illicit drugs; to disturb

the manufacture of drugs; to disrupt the movement of drugs to ports of

egress; to interdict the routes of supply of drugs; to interfere with the

preparing and distributing of drugs; to seize proceeds from the sale of

drugs, to provide drug treatment and rehabilitation to the consuming

pullic. An objective focused on primary prevention, to increase public

awareness and educate the public on the desirability of drug avoidance, is

also seen as appropriate. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the

coordination of agency efforts, integration of intelligence gathering,

sharing of information, evaluation of results, and preparation of records

and reports is proposed as a separate objective, ie. to coordinate agency

efforts, integrate intelligence gathering, share information, evaluate

results, and prepare records and reports.

Specific goals could now be developed from the above stated ohjec-

tives; rather than doing so, derivative strategies, plans to accomplish the

8



objectives, will be discussed directly. An overarching, comprehensive

national strategy has been established in which "...all individuals; all

business, civic and social organizations; all levels of government; and all

agencies, departments and activities within each level of government are

called upon to lead, direct sponsor, and support efforts to eliminate drug

abuse in families, businesses and communities." Such a statement,

* while noble and undoubtedly useful in a political context, does not aid in

translating objectives into discrete or component strategies. Accomplish-

ment of each objective requires both an understanding of personnel, equip-

went, and rodus operandi critical to that step and a designing of stra-

tegies that precisely counter those elements.

To reduce the cultivation of raw drups, one considers the actions to

be taken against peasants and landowners and their supply of plant matet-

ials and agricultural implements and chemicals, in a subsistence-level

agrarian syster. Considerable energies have been devoted to developing and

activating strategies to counter the cultivating of raw drug, given the

logic of intercepting the flow of drugs as close to the source as possible.

Crop location and eradication, carried out by military or paramilitary

organizations, have been cormonly employee. Such a strategy is passive in

that it requires no cooperation on the part of the peasant-grower. A

second strategy offers crop substitution and other incentives to those

actively uilling to abstain from grouing raw drug. Incentives wight

include public works projects to improve living conditions or direct

subsidies. Larger scale development, economic assistance, and agrarian

reform must be planned and carried out by the central government.

9



Strategies to reduce the cultivating of raw drugs are viewed as

inherently inefficient in that they require locating plots in Uidely

dispersed and inaccessible areas and carrying out sove level of action in

those areas. This implies capabilities in intelligence, force structure,

and transportation. The crop location and eradication strategy, while

uncomplicated and appealing, can be counterproductive, as it pits the

government against the peasant in P potentiall) violent confrontation and

may very well drive the peasantry into the hands of local insurgents. Were

eradication to be effectively accomplished by "silent" means, eg. by uti-

liiing plant pathogens or herbicide spraying, such an objection might be

overcore; with regard to the forrer suggestion, no report of relevant work

was found.

Incentive, development, ane reform strategies are costly and require

national commitments, ordinarily supported by foreign aid; neither may be

substainable over the long terr. Parenthetically, nowhere has this writer

seen the suggestion that direct payments be made to peasants agreeing to

cease cultivating raw drug (a program perhaps analogous to domestic agri-

cultural subsidies). Additionally, the quantifying ane certifying of

success is nowhere more difficult than here, as earlier discussed. It

seems prudent, then, that while anti-cultivating strategies, especially

those of positive nature requiring peasant cooperation, may have an ad-

junctive role in the overall effort, they should not have primacy unless

sufficient commitment and support can be assured.

To disturb the manufacture of illicit drug, one deals with actions to

be taken against "chemists" and their staffs, perhaps armed, in clandestine

IC



laboratories dependant on supplies of essential chemicals (and precursor

chemicals if drugs are synthesized de novo) and on conversion equipment.

Three strategies are derived from this objective, these being (1) identi-

fication and apprehension of the chemist, (2) location and destruction of

the laboratory and its equipment, and (3) identification and interception

of chemicals and conversion equipment.

Strategies to identify and apprehend chemists and to locate and

destroy clandestine laboratories are dependent on capabilities in intelli-

gence, appropriate force structure, and transportation, much as in the crop

location and eradication described earlier. Where and when available, such

a strategy may enjoy excellent, if transient success. Operation "Blast

Frunance", for example,

"brought cocaine production to a virtual standstill in
Bolivia. There was an exodus of known and suspected
traffickers from Bolivia, a drop in the price of the
coca leaves from $276 per hundred kilograms to $44, a
virtual end to small aircraft traffic throughout the
country, a reduction in the availability of US dollars,
no harvesting of coca fields, and reques5 s by farmers for
assistance to plant alternative crops.

An additional benefit of such a strategy results from the destruction

of co-located airfields and the means of movement of manufactured drug.

The identification and interception of chemicals and conversion equipment

is a viable strategy when plants manufacturing such chemicals and equipment

are known, licensed, and monitored and uhen importation and distribution of

the chemicals and equipment are regulated. insofar as this strategy can be

accomplished through legislation and traditional regulatory and enforcement

activities, and at a low level of violence, it has significant appeal.

11



To disrupt the movement of manufactured drug to ports of egress

suggests actions be taken against traffickers, teamsters, likely armed,

their trucks, boats ane aircraft, and their staging ports or airfields. It

may be at this stage that major drug traffickers first show themselves and

that the funds to pay for cultivating and manufacturing appear. Derivative

strategies are: (1) identification, arrest, and prosecution of the traf-

fickers, and its corollary, development of a legal basis or wbich to extra-

dite such individuals; (2) interception and seizure of manufacturea drug;

(3) confiscation of transportation and other assets; and (4) location and

destruction of secret airfields, ports, etc.

Strategies to disrupt movement owe what success they enjoy to the

existence of an intelligence apparatus, to the functioninE of traditional

lau enforcement agencies, and to legislative processes. While not proxi-

Late to the cultivation of drug, strategies of disruption hold promise of

greater effectiveness. Logic suggests that traffickers and their organi-

zations may be attacked most effectively at this point, ie. after everyone

involved in cultivation, manufacture, and transport has been paid but

before the drugs have left the country. Apprehension of significant

individuals and assets may be possible for the first time. Furthermore,

observable and quantifiable government cooperation here may form a better

basis than crop eradication on which to make economic assistance contingent.

All strategies described thus far may be grouped as "supply strategies"

and are linked to "demand strategies" by actions against the exportine and

importing of drug or "smugpling strategies". Smuggling is dependant cn t.c

actions of pilots and other couriers and cargo handlers, sometimes with the

12



connivance of corrupt public officials. Conveyances utilized include

aircraft and boats, individuals crossing international borders by vehicle

or on foot, and subterfuges involving false baggage compartments, mis-

representation of comwerical shipments, etc. Smuggling operations are, by

their nature, vell organized, highly coordinated, and coirunications

dependant.

Interdiction of the routes of supply along our land, sea, and air

borders requires strategies using a variety of intelligence, detection, and

interception assets. Rhetoric bearing on the itrpossibility of "sealing"

the borders ought rot tc deter the developrent of such strategies.2
8

Generically, a strategy against stuggling involves detection, interception,

and apprehension of the smugpler directly or of his mode of transportation,

seizure of the drug and other assets, and prosecution or deportation of the

smuggler. Eeyond tHis construct, sruggling tecbniques designed to breach

the land, sea, and air borders are sufficiently different to merit separate

strategies. Given the enormity of the area to be covered, these strategies

ought to be fully coordinated, regionalize, and flexible - the last to add

a degree of unpredictability helpful in avoiding patterns srugglers could

key in or.

Strategies focusing on interdiction have occupied a prominent position

in the anti-substance abuse campaign. To a degree this is because of the

debate not on strategies but on concepts of operation and technologies to

be employed, on the rultiagency nature of such operations, and on the

legal constraints both to the involvenent of the rilitary services And to

the handling of bonafide refugees. Interdictior strategies have appeal in

12



that they are efforts to "seal" the borders, they are carried out by LS

agencies almost exclusively, they depend on high technology and high

performance equipment already in the inventory, and they occur in areas in

which the danger to the smuggler is relatively high and to the government

forces relatively low. It is suggested that this appeal may be readily

translated into political approval and funding at appropriate and reason-

able levels. In terms of the quantities of drugs and the value of trons-

portation assets which may be seized, interdiction may be the most effic-

ient of strategies. It must be recognized that, giver the success of

interdiction, erugs destined for the LS might simply le diverted elsewhere,

thus, in a sense, exporting tie problem uorldwide.

To interfere with the preparing and distribution of drugs, one focuses

partly, and for a second time, on the "chenist", his clandestine laboratory

and essential equipment and chenicals. Organized criminal syndicates,

possilly the sources of safe caches, protection, and financial means, way

be identified at this juncture. Individuals of lesser itportance, some-

times themselves addicted, comprise subordinate echelons of transporters,

wi.olesalers, ane retailers of drug. Three separate irteractive EtrateFies

are thus appropriate to the accorplishment of tis objective.

Chemists may be identified and apprehended, their laboratories de-

stroyed, and their suppliers of essential chemicals traced and cut off.

Organied crime syndicates involved in drug traffickinv may be attacked

through the prosecution and incarceration of their ver,bers, the seizure of

their supplies of drugs, the disabling of tLeir money laundering oper-

ations, and the confiscation of their drug-related assets. Lastly, Fersons

14



involved in the transportation, wholesaling, and retailing (street sellinL)

of drug are may be identified, apprehended and prosecuted, treated for

addiction if present, and given every incentive to implicate others and

identify those requiring treatment.

Strategies directed toward interfering with preparing ane distributinL

comprise the first of four sets of demand strategies and bring substance

atuse intc the public view for the first time. The efficac) of state and

local efforts, with or without federal assistance, is visible. The citi-

zenry ra), by personal observation, evaluate the success of ttese efforts

based or, the perceived levels of community violence, crif.e, and social

disruption.

Adequate public funding support for police, prosecutorial, and prison

assets which underpin this strategy rust be obtained, largely frov local

tax dollars. The last requirement, adecuate detention and prison capacity,

has becote a rajor constraint on the efforts of investigators and prose-

cutors. In 19E6, for exarple, 37% of the 41,30 federal inmates were

convicted drug offenders; this latter number is 50% greater than the rated

capacity of the fEderal prison system. The 19E6 Anti-Drug Abuse Act

provides funds to correct this deficiency. Failure to provide ade-

quately in these areas represents, in a sense, an abrogation of local

responsibility and perhaps a call for cost shifting and concentrating on

federal sector activities not requirinE local furds.

The objective of seizing the assets from drug sales is an aspect of

the substance abuse problem covered, to an extent, in strategies already

15



discussed. Seizure of assets is readdressed here for a structural reason:

financial investigations call upon agencies and concepts of operation wore

easily discussed separately. To attack drug trafficking financially

requires strategies concerned not only with the identification and seizure

of drug-related assets, but uIth money launderirg and bank secrecy,

and with income tax evasion. Within these strategies there is the possi-

bility of providing agencies with additional financial incentives resulting

from their investigations and seizures.

Strategies directed toward the provision of health, education and

huran services are next considered. The objective of primary prevention,

educating tLe public on the desirability of drug avoidance, calls for a

school, club, or the workplace-based educational strategy. Such a strategy,

as has been aptly stated,

" ,ust be designed to have meaning for individuals at drarra-
tically different stages of readiness and desire for change.

It must encourage creative responses at the local level to
fit each community's needs and resources with simultaneous
national initiatives to raise awareness of drug abuse, mobil-
ize citizen action and create an environment i owhich drug
abuse is recognized as unacceptable behavior."

This strategy car 1e thought of as increasing in effectiveness the higher

the prevalence of drug-using or drug-favorable behavior in the population

under consideration.

The objective of secondary prevention, to provide drug treatment and

rehabilitation to the consuming public, calls forth strategies to identify

drug users, both casual and regular, to provide treatment for then, and to

insure the existerce of prograns to prevent recidivism. Strategies to

identify drug users depend or, a cotlrehensiv detection system which
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includes random and directed drug testing, investigation of accidents and

of unusual or criminal behavior, and revieu of illnesses with intoxication

or withdrawal signs or symptoms. Providing treatment evokes a strategy of

insuring the accessibility of both hospital beds dedicated to detexi-

fication and of clinic space for outpatient therapy. A rehabilitation

strategy is prospectively the most difficult of the three to formulate,

given current recovery rates for cocaine addiction (33%) and heroin addic-

tion (10).31

Having enumerated strategies which parallel the flow of drugs, one is

tewpted to nove directly into the develolment of concepts of operations,

and match those concepts witb resources. Lefore doing so, however, the

necessity to coordinate agency efforts, integrate intelligence, share

information, evaluate efforts, and prepare records and reports, is to be

considered as a separate objective. lhere is no question that each par-

ticipating agency ougbt to perform such tasks internally so as to enhance

its cvn efficiency and effectiveness and to identify opportunities to

assist in other aspects of the overall effort. On a higher level, the

writer believes that accorplisment of this objective requires more than the

good will of collaborating agencies, that it requires a clearly identified

hierarchy to effect control and resource allocation, to assign areas of

authority and responsibility, and to evaluate adequacy of efforts.

Summarizing the discussion of substance abuse strategy, there is a

useful division into supply strategies, smuggling strategies, derand

strategies, ard an overarching organizational strategy. The last is seen

as an irperative which must be resourced and accomplished, in order that
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efforts in the field be properly prioritized and supported. It is the

opinion of the writer that tenerally sruggling and dentand strategies ought

to take precedence, in that order, over supply strategies. Accomplishment

of supply strategies require economic and other incentives whose efficacy

is questionable. They require collaborative enforcement efforts which may

be counterproductive in a larger, low intensity conflict context. They

prospectively alienate third world governments and people by translating a

basically U.S. problem into internal instability. That is not to say that

certain specific strategies, eg. identification and interception of essen-

tial chemicals, don't have appeal. Smuggling strategies, conducted on the

open seas or airspace or on U.S. territory, pernit the unimpeded use of

forces and technology in a settin highly unfavorable to the smuggler.

Demand strategies bring the substance abuse problem squarely to the local

level and focus the citizenry on its responsibilities and those of its

elected and appcinted officials.

A restaterent of each objective with its related strategies is river

in the lable.

having discusseC the threat, national interests, oLjectives, and

strategy, the attachmrent of practical concepts of operation is the next

logical step in the construct. Operating within supply strategies Fener-

ally requires development of a local milit r) and paramilitary force

structure responsive to the larger issues of low intensity conflict and of

a government sensitive to imperatives of agrarian developuent and reform.

Levelopment of a capable intelligence apparatus, likely fror military and

paramilitary organizations, rust be acco.plished so as to miniize the
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TABLE: OBJECTIVES (0) AUiL STATEGIES (S)
IN hE *1AL," ACAINSi sUBSTANCE AELSE

(0) keduce the cultivation of raw drugs.
(S) Locate and eradicate crops: substitute crops: provide incentives

and assistance.

(0) Disturb the manufacture of drugs.

(S) Identify and apprehend chemists: locate ane destroy clandestine
laboratories and equipment: identify and intercept essential and
precursor chemicals.

(C) Disrupt the uovemert of drugs to ports of egress.
(S) Identify, arrest and prosecute traffickers: intercept and seize
manufactured drugs: confiscate transport and other assets: locate and
destroy secret airfields.

(0) Interdict the routes of supply of drugs.
(S) Detect, intercept and apprehend smugglers: seize drugs, transport
and other assets: prosecute/deport sragglers.

(G) Interfere with preparing and distributing of drugs.
(S) Identify and arprehend chemists, destroy laboratories and cut off
supply of chemicals: arrest and prosecute organizcd crime syndicate
members, sieze drug supplies, disable money laundering operations, and
confiscate drug-related assets: identify, apprehend, prosecute, and
treat if required transporters and sellers.

(C) Seize proceeds from sales of drugs.
(S) Identify and seize drug-related assets: prevent and disrupt
money-laundering and asset-hiding schemes: identify ard prosecute

income tax evaders.

(0) Provide treatment and rehabilitation to the consuming putlic detoxi-
fication ane treatment: provide rehabilitative services and prevert
recidivism.

(C) Increase pullc awareness and educate the public on the desirability
of drug avoidance.
(S) Identify segments of public at risk: design programs responsive
to community needs ard mobilize comunity resources: create an
environment in uhic substance abuse is recognized as unacceptdble
behavior.

(0) Coordinate agency efforts, integrate intelligence gathering, share
information, evaluate results, and prejare records and,
(S) Enhance efficiency and effectiveness: identify collaborative
opportunities: develop control and resource allocation processes:

assign responsibility and authority: evaluate adequacy of efforts.
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prospects of coirpror'ise. bevelopirent along th-ese lines way requvire re-

directicn. of L.S. security assistance ane foreign wilitary sales efforts.

Liaison ane training personnel from the U.S. and else.Lere, while assisting

in developinp concepts ane introducing equiprent, cperationally oujl-t to

remain in the backgroun.

Given the- norm~ally inaccessible lccaticr, of crops and laboratories,

transportation assets to insert and extract governrent forces are also

essential. Transportation may be provided through cooperative efforts of

tle L.S. or other arre6 forces or through th-e sale or grant of sucY assets

together with the appropriate training packages. The latter is considered

by ti-e w~riter to be more appropriate, as it provides a test Of th e govern-

ment's will and interest in sutstance abuse, provides assets of x.ide

utility, and rinir'i~es involvement of L.S. forces.

Crop idlentificatio. and eestrvction are carried out by militar) and

raramilitary orFF-niLations, perhals by thjerselves or wift accompranying;

laborers. Suc. operations must he treatee as occurring in potentially

hostile areas, rnecessitating a requirement for security. Fersonnel so

engae Pre ferriee into and out of the area of operations ly air or Eround

convoy. hanual uprooting and cuttinE of crops in inefficient, corqared

with herbicide srprayinf or dispersal of biologic atcrts, vier effective.

Lnfortunately, no satisfactory apents are as yet availaLlE; researol to

find agents uith imrprcved action ought to receive stufficient suprort. Lpon

availatility of such agents, additional ground and aerial srrayinE ecuip-

ment arid training stould be made available by grant or sale.



Operationally, the strategy of crop substitution depends on agri-

culturists identif)ing crops uhich may be successfully grown in a par-

ticular area and convincing the indigenous peasants to commit themselves

to the new crop. yiarlets for the crop must be found and subsidies guaran-

teed if a predetermined return cannot be earned. larenthetically, enforce-

ment activities which narrou the Irice differential enhance the prospect of

success here. Successful substitution of a lou-return commodity for a

high-return (drug) crop may also depcnd on other incentives, perhaps roads,

water distribution systems, or lane ownershil, for example. Hans and

backing for such Incentives ought to le in place before crop substitutions

are attempted. Cash subsidies might also be paid, as already sutgestee, to

peasants wio verifiably destroy their drug crops and let the land lie

fallou.

11e ieentification and apprebension of cher-ists and location and

destruction of their laboratories follows the saLie operational pattern as

the location and eradication of druE crops, in terms oi forces and trans-

portation assets required. lt is, additionally, desirable to have the

capatility to analyze laboratory equipment an chemicals seized to deter-

mine their origin. This information is tien made available to those

imflementing the strategy of identifying and interceptinE such equiprent

and chemicals. Ihis last effort is a nt ]inational one, to identify all

producers and locations of manufacture. Legislation ma) be recuired to

authorize the conduct of sales records rcvieu of all producers, the control

of expcrts and imports, and possibly the issuance of special licenses to

produce or handle these items. A complimentary requireent that essential
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chemicals sorehou be adulterated in their manufacture to render thev.

useless in the processing of drug, might also merit research; no efforts in

this regard were found by the writer.

The identification, apprehension, and prosecution of drug traffickers,

possibly related to insurgents, are classical special operating forces

(SCF), police, and prosecutorial functions. Operationally, given the

expected level of violence in such operations and the possibility of

compromise of intelligence through corrupt personnel, the organization,

training and utilization of elite, single mission units might very well be

in order. US robile training teams could be called upon to provide the

required training. The seizure of ranufacturee drug might be entrusted to

such units. These units also ought to possess tYe capability of properly

identifying seized erug and destroying it as soon as possible to avoid it

being put back in the pipeline by unscrupulous or corrupt officials.

The development of a basis for extradition of drug traffickers can be

accomplished through Lilateral negotiations. While extradition and prose-

cution in the U.S. has been front page news with the recent extradition of

32
a Lclombian national, it seems plausible that such actions tright gener-

ate less rather than more cooperation and generate unacceptably bfer

levels of retaliatory violence against U.S. citizens.

-he efficacy of the strategy of destroying clandestine facilities has

beer. berozned because of the speed with which these can be put back into

J3
operation. This problem might very well be arendable to new cratering

or barrier technologies that L.L. forces ray develop or possess. One iglt
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also consider the employment of scatterable mine technologies, were likely

legal and political challenges to these overcore. A decision to share suct,

technologies within bounds imposed b) security classification would seem

appropriate. Seizure of transportatior and other drug-related assets could

be legislated by all nations, perhaps usint L.S. statutes as models;

assistance in this area ought to be continued through diplomatic and legal

channels.

Cperationally, implementation of smuggling strategies may be separated

into component land, sea, and air strategies. The land strategy seeks to

intercept couriers witl drug gro%n in or transhipped through Lexico while

traversing the Lexico - bnited States boundary. TIe Frobler bere, and to a

lesser extent at sea, has been complicated by the coningling of drug

couriers with others professing to seek relief from dire economic circun-

stances or political oppression. The latter ray enjoy some level of tacit

approval or occasionally outright assistance by or from tLe American

populace. Once these larger questions or immigration policy and priorities

are resolved, operations against couriers, which might very well evolve

into violent encounters, could proceed unimpeded.

Suc- operations are envisioned as requiring traditional military

counter-infiltration techniques; present efforts ought to be autmented in

that light. Filitary units, possibly from tL.e Reserve Corponents, could

patrol randorly chosen sections of the border, accompanied by a detachri.ent

of Custors Service or other officers empowered to arrest, search, and

seik.e. The participatior of the Lationa] Cuard might very well mute

political criticism of Central American deploymentE. The legal alternative
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to accompaniment by bonafide enforcerent officers, a drastic change of

Posse Ccmitatus, is vieued as politically unlikely.

In conjunction, new electronic surveillance and night imagine equip-

ment ought to be rac'e available for field evaluation and use. Patrolling

units voule be supported by military communications and a quick-reaction

force uitt sufficient transportation assets s:ould the situaticn demand

reinforcement. It r:ay also be possible to utilize barriers with or without

permanent listening posts along vulnerable border sectors.

Focusing next on air strategies, surveillance aircraft on permanent

station would provide off-shore, initial contact with planes approaching

the continental L.S. If such planes could not be identified through

registration checks cr if they met a developed profile, a high-perforrance

chase aircraft would be alerted and would follow the suspect plane to its

landing field. As tYis occurred, a quick reaction force, possibly rilitary

in rakeup, with a law enforcement detachment, would be sent aloft to land

behind the suspect plane ard conduct an appropriate search (and seizure)

operation. Local law enforcement officers would also be alerted and

participate, as available. Should tLe landing site turn out to be a

clandestine airfield, consideration right Le jiven tc perwanently disatling

it in sore mranner, ie. vith barrier material.

The timing of such operations is so exquisite that the most solhisti-

cated c31 system, full coopcrtaion of all involved agencies, and inter-

operability of their equipment Is surely essential. In this regard, the

U.S. Custors Lervice - L.S. Coast Guard confrontation is to be deploreo.3 4
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It is the writer's view that the Coast Guard would provide better steward-

ship of the high dollar cost, high technology equipment wLich is necessary

for successful interdiction operations. If one accepts the view that

military forces, perhaps from air mobile units, might provide the most

effective quick-reaction teams for these situations, it may follow that the

Coast uard, which is better prepared to interface uith thosc. forces,

should be given the preferred role.

Sea strategy requires operatiors similar to those to be conductee in

the air, at least as relates to identification and interception. Air and

sea operations are not truly separate strategies but inter-related and

mutually-surportive, with the same orgarizational imperatives. The exten-

sion of the sea strategy into the coastal waterways does suggest additional

capability, that of shallow draft craft available to navigate Florida and

south Ceorgia inland waters. Ore wonders, parenthetically, if U.S. havy

craft used in conducting riverine operations in Southeast Asia rerain

available and if the 1Navy has an enduring interest in this "broun water"

mission. Such craft riLht either carry, or have available for deployr-ent,

a quick reacticn team with a law enforcement detachment or capability.

These teams would follow the snugglers, once landed, and conduct such

activities as the situation warranted. Alternative or adjunctive oper-

ations right involve irserting, for an extended period, a team, perhals of

Special forces, into a surveillance area suspected of being a landing

zone. The tear, again with attached law enforcement capability, would be on

hand to "meet" drug cargoes and take appropriate actions.
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Implevertation of smuggling strategies is to a significant extent

hardware-dependent. higb technology communications and intellijerce

gathering equipwent, aircraft, and st,irs, are essential. Luch of the

equipment now in use is of military origin, on loan to the various agencies

active in interdiction. Both the priority and sustainability of these

efforts and the continuing requirenent for military readiness training

strongly argue that such an arrangenent not te permanent.

A concern common to air and sea strategies is that, upon interception,

drug-laden craft uill alter their courses for safe havens in the Caribbean.

Such possibilities n:sut be anticipated uith aprroptiate prior coordination

ard corbined exercises.

Ihe stratee) of identifying and apprehendinL cherists and intercepting

their equiprent and suTrlies has already been discussed. Variations of tie

operations suggested to carry out this strategy, identification of pro-

duction facilities, review of sales records, placenent of inmport - export

restrictions, and requirements for licensure, may all be appropriate Uithin

the U.S. Operations directec at the prosecution and incarceration of

organized crime members have been codified into statute and have enjoyed

recent success under bepartment of Justice auspices. ihe recent albeit

unsuccessful Congressional proposal to institute the death penalty steaks

to hardening attituces in this area. Coordination of investigations and

prosecution with state and local efforts takes place under the aegis of tLe

thirteen regional offices of the Crganized Lrime Drug Enforcement lask

Force (OCLETY).
35
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Ihe prosecution, incarceration, and treatment of individuals of less

importance, i.e. the transporters, wholesales, and retailers of drug are

the responsibility of state and local l6w enforcerent and public healt

professionals, using existing wethoer and organizations. Concern rests

with the fundinf available and the size of the force necessary to carry out

these operations as well as vith their occasional corpromise resulting fror,

corruption. In specific circurstances, augmentation Ly federal resources

is desirable and necebsary. Certainl), continued Federal, state, and local

cooperation within specified geographic areas of responsibility through the

mechanisr of Law Enforcement Cooperative Conrittees is to be encourased anc

supportec. 36 It is the writer's impressior that operations tc accorrlis-

strategies described in tHis and the previous paragraphs are iwell conceived,

orFaniiec, coordinated, and accomplished, if somewhat under-resourced.

!he identification and seizure of drut-relpted assets is a relatiely

silple matter, shoulc such assets be present on aFrrelenior, of the traf-

fickers therselves. buch assets are to be cataloguer and properly it.-

pounded and store. The identification of assete not present L-a) reqvire

relatively sophisticated police and accountinE rethcds. The assets seized

37
have been diverse, to include to l and silver bullion, 3 nd one vonders

whether ranagerent and disposal of sucL assets iave returned top dollar to

the governrent. Another derivative area of interest is the use of incen-

tives or iayback, which permits agencies which seihe property, as a boat or

airplane, to keep and utilize it or to plow back the drut dollars into

their operations. Luch Incentives are obviously eistinct frou the equally

covpelling need to Trovice career incentives to personnel working in sub-

stance abuse law enforcement.
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The trafficker's retention of large sums of drug-related cash presents

a vulnerability to exploit. Under current legislation, deposits of large

sums of money, defined as over $10,C0, require reporting by the financial

institution. Whether this amount is a proper threshold ray be open to

question. . related issue, the use of cash to purchase real estate,

automobiles, etc. is not as carefully monitored, unless indirectly as the

seller deposits the proceeds. Whether a requirement to produce a validated

Taxpayer Identification Number or Social Lecurity Account NumLer when

making large purchases for cash would prove useful or drive the cash

underground is a interesting question. The larger question - whether

strengthened financial asset disclosure would prove useful in this arena -

might also be explored. The still more encompassing question of who owns

American-based assets ane what sway they bold over the domestic econony is

of some concern.

The related practice of money laundering has become an international

issue to be adderssed through revisior of bank secrecy statutes. Cooper-

ation with the U.S. in this area appears to be an appropriate test for

nations wisfing to maintain friendly relations and to continuE receivinp

aid and assistance. A radical approach to this issue ripht involve

printing "new" dollars, renderinf overseas and cached drug dollars wortf-

less.

A last operational approach to the financial disruption of traffickers

is through investigation of the possible evasion of Federal income tax. A

?;evorandum of Understanding between the Lepartments of Justice and Treasury

to facilitate such an approach is under negotiation.39
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Translating a drug education (primary prevention) strategy into

operationally efficient programs depends on identifying and targeting

at-risk populations. This can be done on a geographic basis by rapping

drug-related crimes and arrests or drug addiction or overdose data. It can

be done on a demographic basis, aiming at groups of appropriate age, for

example, which have been shown to be at higher risk than the general

population. Rigb positivity rates in drug testing programs may also be of

value. Alternatively, segments of private industry or discrete occu-

pational groups, those representing workers responsible for public safety

and utilities, for example, would receive information on drug avoidance.

The degree to which these or other groups would voluntarily devote

their time to such efforts and support them without a concurrent drug

testing program is an important question. Clearly there are legal hurdles

to this proposal. It is suggested that if a domestic consensus on drugs

exists and if a drug-free culture is a desired societal objective, drug-

testing, particularly in the workplace, will ultimately be accepted as the

price to pay for identification of populations at risk.

In a like manner, individuals requiring treatmert services may be

identified through investigations of accidents or criminal activity,

clinical illness, or through drug testing, as discussed previously. One

proposal not yet advanced to the writer's knowledge is that all persons

arrested for crimes at or above a set threshold be tested. Operationally,

implerentation of this strategy requires support for laboratory capabili-

ties which are widely distributed and of a relatively high level of sopiis-

tication. Different treatment regimes must be available to the casual
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user, the regular non-addicted user, as well as to the addict. Such

treatment should be available through appropriate outpatient or inpatient

facilities which are part of the general mental health system. It Is to be

anticipated that the more comprehensive a detection program is, the larger

the number of persors who will be identified for treatment. Since, based

on current experience, a large proportion of these will utilize health
40

services under Nedicaid, additional budgetary provisions should be

made. Corporate and other organized group health insurance and plans ought

to have benefits ample enough to support the expected yields from detection

programs. Treatment plans and financial support for follouup rehabili-

tation complete the accomplishment of this stategy.

This presentation now turns to fundamental organizational questions.

If the division of strategies and derivative concepts of operation outlined

above can be accepted, the questions are: Who frames government policy,

that is who prioritizes between competing strategies? Who directs the

organization, resource allocation, and evaluation of agency efforts?

Without such direction, can adherence to agreed upon operations, irter-

agency communication and cooperation, and program evaluation efforts be

effectively monitored? It is the writer's contention that nc one of less

than cabinet rank ought to perform this function. This follows from the

current and continuing involvement of virtually every Executive Lepartrent.

It seers reasonable, in this vieu, that the Vice President be designated as

Director of Substance ALuse Progras. Such a suggestion is not only

appropriate organizationally, but gives visibility and direction to an

issue on which a political consensus has been achieved. An alternative,
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Presidential appointment of a Cabinet-level equivalent Director, raises

questions of Administration commitment and concern with political im~pact,

should successes not come quickly or easily.

It is further suggested that, as a matter of almost equal importance,

there be designated, as subordinate to the Vice President, principal

deputies for supply strategies, interdiction strategies, and demand stra-

tegies. An element independent of these deputies, responsible for program

evaluation, should also be designated. Present and prospective involvement

leads one to propose that the Secretary of State be responsible for supply

strategies, given that they are conducted overseas; the Attorney General

(Drug Enforcement Agency) is presently responsible for the definition an'd

management of such operations. If one accepts the premise that supply

strategies ought to be planned and carried out within the larger context of

a low intensity conflict environment, designation of the Department of

State appears logical. It is further proposed that the Secretary of

Transportation assume responsibility for interdiction strategies (air and

sea), the Secretary of Treasury for interdiction strategies (land), the

Attorney General for demand strategies (interfering with preparing and

distributing and seizure of assets), and the Secretary of health and human

Services for demand strategies (prevention and treatment).

Each principal deputy would be expected to form a Strategy Board, a

working group comprised of federal agencies active in that area and insure

that a coherent plan was developed, resourced, executed, and reported upon.

Each such agency would be expected, in turn, to take on the proponency for

assigned areas, i.e., develop concepts of operation, equipment require-
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ments, and requests for resources which fully demonstrate its commitment to

the substance abuse effort. These deputies would also be expected to

develop appropriate liaison and cooperative efforts with related state and

local activities. There is no doubt that such a reorganization would

redirect and subordinate a number of efforts and supplant, for example,

existing coordinating bodies, as the Drug Policy Eoard, chaired by the

Attorney General. In the interest of presenting a coherent program to the

taxpayer, avoiding duplication and interagency disputes, and generally

managing the program to best effect, such a reorganization is highly

recommended.

The writer has, in summary, attempted to define, in a hierarchical

fashion, those considerations which translate into action against substance

abuse. This has in no sense been an exhaustive review; some important

aspects of a complete program, action on domestic-grown drug and diversion

and controlled substance analogue regulation, have not been considered.

The thesis is that only if the antecedents of action against substance

abuse are clearly articulated and understood, will they receive both wide

political and popular support and substantial government commitment. There

is, in the writer's view, a threat which, despite its complexity, is a real

and present danger to both world and internal order. There is an apprecia-

tion that, in substance abuse, public and national interests meet, despite

differences in emphasis and priority. Issuing from these common interests,

and using the framework provided by the flow of drugs, one can define an

inclusive set of objectives.

The objectives, which describe what is to be accomplished, can be

amplified with strategies, which are logically grouped into supply, inter-
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diction, demand, and organizational components. It is suggested that while

all are supportable and indeed necessary, supply strategies have relatively

greater risk and lower likelihood of success. Strategies are then trans-

lated into concepts of operation. Organization and leadership of the

overall substance abuse effort would be focused at the Vice Presidential

level.

It has been argued that military participation in substance abuse

effortfs is counterproductive to preparedness. From the preceding exposi-

tion of strategies and concepts of operations, the writer suggests that

military personnel, particularly those with low-intensity-conflict applic-

able skills, may make significant contributions to the accomplishment of

supply and interdiction strategies. Activities are visualized as provid-

ing, within the security assistance and foreign military sales programs,

the appropriate equipment and training to indigenous forces carryink out

specific missions in substance abuses and in the larger imperative of lou

intensity conflict. In this context, military intelligence assests may

also usefully be employed. Lirect involvement in operations in source

countries is seen as undesirable and potentially counterproductive. In

interdiction strategies, it may be said that the detection and pursuit of

smugglers into remote areas of the US is best carried out by military units

whose mission, equipment, and configuration are suitable to the task. Such

units would require augmentation with law enforcement detachments to avoid

legal entanglements. Within this limit, military participation would serve

as an affirmation of its commitment to help the citizenry resolve this

compelling problem.
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Im~lementation of the proposals advanced depene on the political uill

of the Lational Coran Authority to act decisively in creating an appropri-

ate organiLational and funding clrate, on the agreevent of the Lxfcutive

Agencies to clarify their present functional involverent and submit to a

degree of resource sharinE and prograr direction and eNaluation. It

derends or, the Legislative Lranch to Vandate and support these efforts

throufh the errroyriations process. Itate Pnd local support rUSt be

Liaintairec at a level wbicl signals a continuing cor'itmcnt tc act cr the

agreed upon strategies. Success depends as well or the continuinE ropular

perception that sutstance abuse adversely affects the social iuell being,

political arc' econoric stability, and even the national security ane thuE

is deserving of the nzobilikation and application of siFr.ificar.t resources.

Cnly with all these elernents in place uill the Frobler, of substance abuse

be surely purged fron, our society.
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